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Daman is beautiful beach resort placed on the west coast of India on the Arabian Sea which is
blessed with Sun, sand and sea. The place is known for its untouched natural beauty and serenity.
The beautiful destination has massive forts, magnificient cathedrals and other interesting
monuments. The white sandy beaches of Daman are quite inviting and offer many opportunities for
water sports. Daman experiences a pleasant climate all over the year. The place is blessed with
fabulous breeze which is very delightful for the travllers. . On your trip travllers can visit places like
Fort, Moti daman, Nani Daman, Light house, Born Jesus church, Lady of Rosary Chapel, Our Lady
of Sea church,  Hilsa Aquarium, Kanchigam Water tank,  Hathi park, Bridge Side Garden, Municipal
Children park etc. Apart from sightseeing Daman boasts rich and multi faced cultural heritage.
Dance and Music are very integral part of daily life of people staying in Daman. Various Portuguese
dances are well preserved and still widely presented to the travllers.

A good number of hotels and guesthouses have sprung up in the towns, which are run by Daman
Tourism and private hoteliers. Daman hotels guide offers complete information on the tourist
attractions in Daman transportation, accommodation, travel agents details and many other useful
inputs about this destination. All these hotels offer the magnificent services to the vacationers. They
try their best to, making their trip memorable. The entire Standard and the budget hotels are scenic,
situated alongside nature which offers peaceful settings which easily attract the vacationers for their
relaxed and peaceful vacation in lap of Mother Nature. One can also opt for various beach resorts
and cottages present on the white sandy beaches of Daman. These resorts also try their level best
to cater to the needs of the travllers coming from all parts of the globe.

Most of the Daman hotels provide excellent services to their guest to make their stay comfortable
where guests do receive all kinds of amenities. These hotels also have multi cuisine restaurants and
food and beverage outlets for the in house guests of the travllers. So get nearer and discover this
stunning place which is more enjoyable for those who deem in spending more time with the nature
and delight in the natural beauty rather than spending their complete time within the walls of their
habitat. The place promises to offer you lavish stay in the middle of nature with your treasured ones.
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